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Abstract

Reducing the precision of floating-point values is an effective approach to
achieve higher performance as well as higher energy-efficiency. This is especially
true for GPUs, since many of its common tasks are inherently insensitive to
precision-reduction. A substantially lower bitwidth can open up for many
novel microarchitectural optimizations such as resource-efficient register files,
functional units, and cache memory subsystems. However, to reduce the
precision of floating-point values in a controlled manner, a connection has
to be established between the application and the microarchitecture, since
it is decided at the application level if deviations from the exact answer are
tolerable.

This thesis proposes a GPU framework which establishes such a connection.
The first part of the framework consists of a method for automatically selecting
an appropriate precision for each floating-point value given the tolerable output
deviation. The results show that by allowing a small, but acceptable, degrada-
tion of output quality, the number of bits needed to represent the floating-point
values can be significantly reduced.

The second part of the framework is a novel GPU register file organization
together with a register allocation algorithm capable of leveraging the precision-
reduced floats given by the first part of the framework. The register allocation
algorithm uses the precision-reduced floats to lower the register footprint of
each thread. This is of great importance for GPUs since, unlike traditional
CPU architectures, GPUs hide latency by keeping a large number of threads
in flight simultaneously. Also, to enable fast context switching, the state of all
active threads are readily available in the register file. As the thread register
footprint limits the number of active threads, it might impede latency hiding.
Our evaluation shows that the increase in active threads is translated into a
significant performance improvement when using our proposed GPU register
file organization, for a smaller cost than increasing the number of threads by
using a larger register file.

Keywords: Floating-Point Precision, GPU, Approximate Computing, Mi-
croarchitecture, Register File
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1 Introduction

In an era when computational performance growth is heavily constrained by
a number of technical barriers (end of Dennard scaling and end of transistor
scaling according to Moore’s law), radical new ways are needed to continue
increasing computing efficiency. Reducing the precision of floating-point values
by narrowing the bitwidth is an effective approach to both achieve higher
performance [3] as well as higher energy-efficiency [4, 12]. This is especially
true for GPUs, since many of its common tasks such as image-rendering, and
recently also the growing domain of deep learning inference, are inherently
insensitive to precision-reduction [9, 10]. A substantially narrower width of
floating-point values can open up for many novel optimization approaches such
as more resource-efficient register files, data paths, functional units, and cache
memory subsystems.

However, reducing the precision of floating-point values needs support across
many of the computer abstraction layers. At the application level, it must
be decided if deviations from the exact answer is tolerable, and if it is, the
magnitude of tolerable deviations must be established. Then, at the source-level
or the assembly language level, each and every floating-point value has to be
annotated with an appropriate precision in such a way that the precision of
the final output is guaranteed to be within the deviation bound decided at the
application level. At last, architectural support is needed to make use of the
annotations to utilize register file, data path, functional unit, or cache resources
more efficiently. In short, the possibilities for utilization of the architectural
resources is decided at the application level. Therefore, a connection has to be
established between the application and the microarchitecture.

This thesis proposes a GPU framework which establishes such a connection,
with the goal of reducing floating-point precision in an automated and controlled
fashion. Controlled refers to guaranteeing the error deviation requirement set
at the application level. Automated means that the framework automatically,
and transparently to the programmer, classifies the precision-reduction possible
for each floating-point value at the instruction level. The thesis is a summary of
two papers, referred to by the Roman numerals I and II. The first contribution
is a method for automating the process of selecting the precision of each floating-
point value given a certain application-specific output quality threshold (I).
Unlike previous methods [11, 7], our method operates directly on compiled and
optimized assembly code, and annotates each separate floating-point destination
register with an appropriate precision.

The second contribution is a novel GPU register file organization (I and II)
together with a register allocation algorithm (I) which leverages the floating-
point annotations for increased capacity and performance. The functionality
specification of the register file is first presented in I, while the detailed microar-
chitectural implementation together with an overhead analysis is presented
in II.

The last contributions are evaluations of the benefits in terms of reduced
register file pressure and improved performance. I shows that, for a negligible
quality loss, up to twice as many threads in a GPU can be active simultane-
ously. In II, we show that this is translated to a significant improvement in
performance.
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The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. The problem formulations and
contributions made in I and II are summarized in Sections 2 and 3 respectively.
Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 4, which also points out
possible future work.

2 Floating-Point Accuracy Reduction for
Graphics Applications

In order to leverage narrow floating-point values for optimizations at architec-
ture level, they have to be annotated with suitable precisions at the instruction
level. Previous efforts have been made to provide such a framework. Preci-
monious [11] provides a framework for selecting among IEEE754-compliant
data types for each source-level floating-point variable in order to improve
performance while generating an output within some guaranteed error bound.
However, there are three limitations: First, the precision-levels are constrained
to IEEE-754 compliant data types. Second, the optimization targets source-level
floating-point values as opposed to instruction-level floating-point variables.
Third, the algorithm has limited scalability (O(pn2), where n is the number of
floating-point values and p is the number of precision levels).

Also Chisel [7] supports automatic precision-tuning, but like Precimonious,
it does not target instruction-level registers. In addition, Chisel employs a
static interval analysis, which yields conservative results.

In I, we present a data-driven precision-selection method which, transpar-
ently to the programmer, classifies the amount of precision reduction possible
for individual values at the instruction level, given a quality threshold and a
representative set of input data. Also, the algorithm we employ has a worst-case
complexity of O(pn) as opposed to O(pn2). This is important since we target
variables in single static assignment form1, of which there can be hundreds or
thousands, even in small kernels.

The goal of the algorithm is to identify which floating-point value can be
represented by lower precision formats and how much the precisions can be
reduced while meeting an output quality threshold. To find the optimal set
of all values and all precision levels, an exhaustive search that evaluates all
combinations are needed. Such an approach would have a complexity of O(pn),
which is not practically viable. Instead, our approach is a heuristic algorithm
which is likely to find a solution close to the optimal.

To show the benefits of the reduced-precision floats, I also specifies a register
file capable of storing values of variable width densely. This is achieved by
dividing each physical register into a number of slices, thereby making it
possible to store multiple values in the same physical register. The slices are
then accessed using an indirection table. In addition, to bridge the gap between
the value annotations and the register file, I proposes a register allocation
algorithm which takes the widths of the values into account.

To evaluate the contributions, five graphics kernels are compiled into a
hardware-independent assembly format (LLVM IR [5]). Next, we automatically
inject instructions that make it possible to dynamically set the precision of
each floating-point value, and use our precision-selection algorithm to annotate

1Each variable is assigned exactly once.
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each of the values with a precision. These precision-annotations are then fed
into the proposed register allocation algorithm. Finally, the output from the
register allocation algorithms shows the corresponding register pressure.

The evaluation shows that by allowing a small, but acceptable, degradation
in output quality, our method can significantly reduce the number of bits needed
to represent the floating-point values in the investigated kernels (between 28%
and 60%). This reduces the register pressure per thread by up to 48%, 27% on
average, which can enable GPUs to keep up to twice as many threads in flight
simultaneously.

3 A Register File Organization to Support
Variable Floating-Point Precision

While narrow floating-point values can open up many novel optimization at
the hardware level, the register file is of particular interest for GPUs. This
is because unlike traditional CPU architectures, which rely heavily on cache
hierarchies to hide memory latency, GPUs hide latency by keeping a large
number of threads in flight simultaneously, and context-switching to a new
thread whenever a running thread stalls on a memory operation. The fast
context switching is made possible by a large register file, which keeps the
state of all active threads simultaneously. Hence, the register file size together
with the thread register footprint limits the number of threads in flight. This
is the reason why design trends show that GPUs rely on increasingly larger
register files in order to further increase the number of threads in flight [8,
13]. However, register files of contemporary GPUs are already huge and power
hungry [6].

Another way of increasing the number of threads in flight is to decrease
the thread register footprint by leveraging a more efficient utilization of the
register resources. Previously, register organizations for GPUs targeting integer
operands have been proposed [13, 2]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
none have targeted floating-point operands. Therefore, in II, we present a
detailed microarchitectural implementation of the register file organization first
mentioned in I.

The register file organization is centered around a configurable indirection
table, which specifies the physical location of each architectural register. The
indirection table is configurable because its content is kernel-specific: when a
new kernel is uploaded to the GPU, also the content of the indirection table is
uploaded. This way, each kernel can have a unique set of architectural registers
with respect to size. In addition, since the sizes of the registers are implicitly
stated in the indirection table, the instructions themselves do not need to
include width information. Hence, no large modification of the ISA is needed.

Although efficient for dense operand packing, the implementation of such a
register file brings a number of challenges. First, the indirection table needs
to be accessed for each and every register. Since this access is on the critical
path, it introduces latency which might have a negative impact on performance.
Second, the indirection table has to handle multiple register accesses per cycle
to match the amount of register accesses. Third, conversion between different
floating-point formats has to be carried out.
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To mitigate these challenges, II includes a detailed evaluation of timing
and overhead incurred by the proposed microarchitecture techniques. This is
done by modifying GPGPU-Sim [1] to include the microarchitectural changes.
The evaluation shows a performance increase of up to 40%, 12% on average,
when allowing for a negligible deterioration of the output quality. Furthermore,
we also conduct an overhead analysis, which shows that the implementation
incurs an overhead of about 30% of the transistor budget compared to the
register file.

4 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

Reducing the precision of floating-point values can open up for many novel
optimization approaches at the microarchitecture level. However, to enable
such approaches, support is needed across many of the computer abstraction
layers. This thesis presents one way of bridging the gap between the software
and hardware by presenting an automated precision-selection method together
with a configurable register file which can utilize narrow floats in an efficient
manner. The results show that it is possible to use the output quality as a
knob for controlling the number of threads in-flight in a GPU, by trading bits
for efficiency.

One obvious limitation is that the evaluation in I only considers graphics
applications. Even though the most common task for GPUs is to render
images in real-time for e.g. video-games, industrial visualization and image-
imaging, GPUs are increasingly being used for other tasks such as general high
performance computing kernels and deep learning. The method presented in
I is applicable to any class of algorithms, but the challenge is to establish a
quantitative quality metric for all algorithms. This is not the same as an error
measurement, since that does not tell anything about end users perception of
the final output. This also means that the quality metric needs to be application
dependent. Hence, to apply the method in I on more application domains,
quality metrics for these domains have to be established.

Furthermore, this thesis only proposes one microarchitectural optimization,
namely for the register file. Yet, with value annotations in place, a multitude
of interesting optimization opportunities are possible. For example, the perfor-
mance of many GPU applications is limited by memory bandwidth. At the
same time, floating-point annotations for load and store instructions indicate
that more data than necessary might be fetched from or written to memory.
On a similar note, many GPU applications are also limited by the sizes of the
L1 and L2 caches. Load- and store annotations might also open up for data
compression at cache level.

Another potential future direction is to investigate the possibility to ex-
tend the framework to also include integer values. While they might not
be approximable, previous authors [13, 2] have shown that many integers in
GPU workloads are narrow. Such integers in combination with the precision
reduction of floats would probably show even greater potential of reducing
register pressure. Hence, this is a clear target for future research.
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